A Simple Truth about Success…Become a Volunteer
Namaste my fellow mentors/tutors,
Make the REST of your life the BEST of your life...a life of exceptional MEANING,
PURPOSE and far greater SUCCESS.
There is a simple truth about success.
Everything you will ever BE, DO or HAVE in life comes down to 3 simple variables — all
of which are within your complete control: 1-Your VALUES... 2-Your VISIONS... and 3The ROLES you play to LIVE your Values and ACHIEVE your Visions.

Triangulate these 3 variables into your Natural Mission and you will find the enduring
success you desire. You will run fast in the direction of your dreams... living a life of
passion and purpose... and discover the wonder of living your BEST life every day of
your life.
Fail to unite these 3 variables, and you will spend the ONLY life you have to live
on things that simply do not matter. You will run faster, chase harder, and spend
countless hours wishing and wondering... never quite getting what you want out
of life — or getting to where you want to go.
Your role as a volunteer makes discovering your 3 personal variables quick and easy…
listening and learning... discovering and doing... you will be at the Starting Point for a life
that you will love... a life that gives you true meaning and purpose... a life that truly
matters.

Yes, putting your life back on track does not have to take years. It takes just a few hours
a week.
If you feel like you are running in circles, pursuing the same old dreams and
goals... if you want to feel a strong calling filled with passion and purpose... if you
want to become all that you are meant to be... all that you know in your heart, you
can be... get started right this minute. Do not wait one second longer to start
living your BEST life.
BECOME A VOLUNTEER

